A proposal for Computational Refunding Analysis based on real time disturbances measurements
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Abstract

This article is aimed at presenting and establishing computational procedures to evaluate refunding requests for damages based on mechanisms that allow the insertion of the problem, coming from direct measurements, in an application for this purpose (APR 2.0 Software). For such, it is described a structure to measure, process, and transfer real-time information on incidents in power system, and its corresponding insertion in the aforementioned software. The basic philosophy is in the direct registration of disturbances, which, until then, had been obtained through computer simulations. Experimental studies are also presented and discussed to illustrate and validate the proposal made.
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1. Introduction

Technological change has contributed substantially in the design and marketing of modern equipment, especially the electronics ones, found in various sectors of society. Generally, these devices improve the comfort, safety, production, and bring other benefits. However, despite the advantages, many of these products exhibit high dependency on the quality of electricity supply [1].

In fact, the dynamics of a power system caused, among other things, by actions of protective devices, input and output loads of high power, starting of motors, short circuits occurrence, strong presence of non-linear loads, and incidence of lightning strikes cause disturbances and strong impacts on the operational characteristics of many devices [2]. Under the action of these phenomena, which are often treated under the designation of non-ideal conditions of operation, electrical devices are likely to operate inappropriate or, in extreme cases, cause physical injury, thus requiring prompt replacement of parts or product as a whole [3,5].

This situation has provoked an appreciable growth of compensation demands for electrical equipment supposedly damaged because of a non-ideal voltage supply from the utility. The question becomes more relevant when one considers the amount of financial resources involved in the matter.

Thus, it is important the development of mechanisms to establish a systematized procedure, based in science and technology, which yields to an impartial decision about judgments. In this way, there are different possibilities to analyse and provide a final report about a given occurrence. One of this consists in using a computational strategy to evaluate the relationship between typical distribution system disturbances and their propagation up to the end consumer [6].

Given this, the authors have produced, in the past, a software dedicated to support the technical analysis of electrical damage claims from consumers. As a final product of the work carried out, it was created the computational application APR (Analyzer Request for Refunding). It allows playback the computational playback of phenomena occurring in the distribution networks, the conversion of disturbance into dielectric and thermal stresses, and the subsequent comparison with the limits for supportability of the equipment under review, providing, this way, subsidies to issue a technical opinion on the request of refunding [7,8]. This procedure consists in the recognition of the occurrence to identify its origin and its computer simulation. The model includes, for the representation of the network, the disturbance source and its spread to the end consumer.

Despite the fact that studies aimed at validating the process have been encouraging, it is worth noting that anomalous cause manifested is, so far, obtained only by computational alternative route. By recognizing the importance of the viability of another strategy for the insertion of the disturbances, the idea of the work summarized in this article arose, which is focused on establishing a procedure to allow the inclusion of the phenomenon occurred via direct measurement.

Within this context, this article describes the mechanisms and procedures for the monitoring of disturbances in electricity distribution networks, transmission of information in real time to a central database, and
insertion of the phenomenon reported in the APR software.

Once reaching this goal, it is, therefore, evident that the analysis software in question will be flexible in order to offer two ways to reproduce the occurrence. The first one in line with conventional procedures based on computational simulations of the sources of disturbances, and the second one coming from a database of records extracted on-line from the occurrences in the power network.

2. Design of Measurement and Storage of Information

The proposal to adapt the APR software for the stated aims in this paper is linked to the use of modern equipment to record the voltage of wave forms. This product is already being sold, which permits the registration of waveforms, point by point, the storage of information of the disturbance occurred in the electrical system under focus, the transmission of information in real time via GSM / GPRS, the formation of a Database at the centre of reception set by the power utility, and, finally, its use for the purposes stated here.

Access to these data can be, for example, made available to the centre of analysis of refunding requests for damages, allowing the user of the APR program to acquire the waveform measures relevant to the associated case of claim for damages. For this, the responsible for analyzing the APR may be in the same physical environment of the database, or simply access them remotely via the Internet. Fig. 1 illustrates the positioning of the meter installed to be positioned in a pre-established place in the energy distribution network.

The system used for recording, transmission, and storage of data is illustrated in Fig. 2, which highlights: the point of installation of meters, the transmission of information to the centre of reception, and the centre where they will be stored and where it will be made available the files representing the events manifested in the power network for future use by the APR software.

![Figure 2 - Structure of the proposed system for acquisition, transmission, and storage of the signals monitored.](https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj10.547)

3. Components of the Process of Measurement-Transmission-Storage

The devices that integrate the process under analysis, preferably, should prioritize the use of commercially available resources in the market and also provide the necessary reliability for the purposes pursued here. Within this logic, there was a selection of products with recognized technical assistance in the country, without ignoring other issues, such as: cost, quality, suitability, etc. The following part presents a brief description of a physical structure designed for this work.

A. Recorder of disturbances

The device illustrated on Fig. 3 corresponds to the remote unit for the acquisition of waveforms of voltages, especially for those moments in which disturbances occur in the distribution networks. In addition to the records, this unit is also responsible for storing the instantaneous values of voltage in its mass memory.

![Figure 3 – Recorder of disturbances](https://doi.org/10.24084/repqj10.547)

The main features of this product are:

- Power supply: 90 to 240 V\textsubscript{AC} with automatic selection of voltage or 125 V\textsubscript{DC};
- Electric Power used by the device: 3 VA;
- Autonomy of 6 hours of operation and 48 hours of data retention in case of power failure;
- Inputs: 3 phases, neutral, and earth;
- Resolution of 0.1 V;
- Measuring range from 0 to 600 V rms voltage of phase-neutral;
- 0.5% accuracy;
- 128 samples per cycle;
• Peaks up to 4000 V with 100 milliseconds in duration;
• Voltage Transient from 130 microseconds duration;
• Elevation and sags from ½ cycle duration;
• Records of events between neutral and earth;
• Serial communication RS 485.

B. Data transmitter

Via RS 485 serial communication, information from the event recorder is transferred to another system via MODBUS protocol, as seen in Fig. 4. This is coupled to a modem, shown in Fig. 5, via Ethernet connection with TCP/IP. Thus, this unit promotes the transmission of data via cellular networks GSM/GPRS to the company server. It is also important to mention that the transmitted data should be consistent with time intervals that meet user needs and the phenomenon under analysis.

C. Centre of reception

The data transmitted must be received and recorded in accordance with the date and time of occurrence of the event. This will lead to a database available on the server installed in the centre of informatics in the company. Such information could be readily accessed in its own environment, or via the Internet, as shown in Fig. 6.

Finally, from the information obtained and stored, there should be means for establishing a strategy to adapt the information as it is required for its insertion in the APR software, as detailed in the subsequent section.

4. Inclusion of Information in the Database in the APR Software

A. Structure of APR

Fig. 7 shows the new structure of the APR, with the new form of insertion of the disturbances. The figure includes all the steps contained in the original program and also the strategy for the inclusion of information from the database mentioned above. As can be seen in the block highlighted, this required a new entry for the source of disturbances, thus resulting in the new version of the APR. This software, as can be observed, is likely to keep the performance of disturbances in power network via computational simulation or through records in real time from the measurement files. The dotted arrows indicate processes of internal communication of software, which are independent of actions of the user, while the solid arrows represent direct actions of the operator through the graphical interface, such as the new tool developed here.
Through a click on the numbers of disturbance chosen, the files of instantaneous values generated by the equipment may be accessed and viewed graphically or in vectors, with information about voltage versus time for each sampling point of the signal. Fig. 9 shows an example of instantaneous values measured for phases A, B, and C, respectively, and the sampling rate of 128 points per cycle (60 Hz) with a window of 8 cycles for each phase. Thus, the graph representative of the monitored voltages is shown in Fig. 10. This allows a visualization of the performance of tensions during the time interval used.

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9 – Example of instantaneous information about available tensions on the server**

Aiming to illustrate the mechanisms used to transfer the information obtained (the example of the tensions mentioned above), it is presented below, the steps for the transfer of the data file to a computing environment, which, in line with the ultimate goal of this research, consists in the ATP platform.

For both, the authors developed a model of voltage source for this program (ATP) in the programming language used by it. To facilitate the conversion of signal data measured in voltage sources, it was used the "Pointlist" command, available from the MODELS tool. This feature was employed for the insertion and external data processing in the ATP software.

Through the procedures highlighted, the end result of this development is shown, illustratively, in Fig. 11, where it is highlighted the waveforms inserted and played by this software. Comparing the results shown in this figure with graphics available on the server (Fig. 10), there is a good correlation between the waveforms obtained; a fact that validates the procedure used.

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11 – Example of waveforms of voltages inserted in the ATP software**

5. **Test of Performance in Laboratory**

In order to ratify the performance of all of the measurement system and proposed simulation, laboratory tests were performed. The experimental setup used is shown in Fig. 12, which shows, among other equipment, a programmable HP6834A three phase source for the generation of voltage signals representative of typical phenomena manifested in power grids, which are, in this environment, recorded on a digital oscilloscope.

![Figure 12](image)

**Figure 12 – Laboratory arrangement used for testing the performance of the proposed system**

Although different operating situations have been evaluated, for the purpose of this study, only two conditions are presented, as explained in Table I.

**TABLE I. Cases Studied**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1– Single Phase Short Circuit</td>
<td>Rated voltage of 127 V, 60 Hz; Short-circuit in phase B; Event of 3 cycles. Rated voltage of 127 V, 60 Hz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2– Oscillatory transient voltage</td>
<td>Peak value of the oscillatory voltage 410 V; Oscillation frequency of 1 kHz; Time constant equal to ¼ cycle of the fundamental frequency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. **Case 1: Single-Phase Short Circuit**

The first case, associated with the network performance during the occurrence of a short-circuit phase-ground, as it is know, generates a sag in phase B and an elevation for...
the two other phases. Fig. 13 illustrates the waveform generated by the programmable source and which is representative of the phenomenon in question.

![Figure 13](image13)

Figure 13 – Waveforms of the tensions produced by the source and recorded by the oscilloscope - short circuit.

Once performed the measurements by the structure presented in this paper, the results available on the server corresponds the waveforms shown in Fig. 14. These are presented with forms of values corresponding to those produced by the programmable source.

![Figure 14](image14)

Figure 14 – Waveforms of voltages stored and available on the server - short circuit

Finally, the resources developed via MODELS permitted the transfer of the phenomenon to the ATP platform. Fig. 15 shows the results obtained, which clearly shows a good correlation with the magnitudes generated by the source and made available by the server.

![Figure 15](image15)

Figure 15 – Waveforms of voltages inserted and available in the ATP - short circuit

B. Case 2: Oscillatory transient voltage

This situation comprises in another assessment of performance, repeating the procedures described above; however, this time, it focus on the phenomenon corresponding to a transient voltage, probably the one energizing a capacitor bank.

In line with the same sequence used previously, Figs. 16, 17, and 18 show the waveforms of voltage, produced by the source, available on the server, and, finally, the tensions inserted in the ATP.

![Figure 16](image16)

Figure 16 – Waveforms of the tensions produced by the source and recorded by the oscilloscope - oscillatory transient

![Figure 17](image17)

Figure 17 – Waveforms of voltages stored and made available on the server - oscillatory transient

![Figure 18](image18)

Figure 18 – Waveforms of voltages available and included in the ATP - oscillatory transient

The results for the situation associated with a transient voltage, again, confirm the procedures and show that the strategy employed is appropriate to the goals outlined for this work.
6. Conclusions

This paper presented the development of a proposal for the monitoring and recording of disturbances, which can occur in distribution networks, in order to improve the process of examining claims for damages through the APR software. The bulk of the activities is in the structure of hardware-software for the record, transmission, and storage of information related to disorders manifested in the electrical complex and aimed, as its final objective, to the inclusion in this database analysis software to refund requests for damages.

From the proposed structure designed and assembled, the authors proceeded, in sequence, to the development of means that would enable the integration of information monitored and made available on a server, on the ATP platform based of simulations and the rendering of the APR software. For this, it was used the MODELS tool in accordance to what was presented.

Computational and experimental studies have demonstrated the success of the proposal on the issue of data registration and transmission, formation of banks of information on voltage produced in the laboratory, and, ultimately, their insertion into the ATP.

From these results, it is demonstrated the feasibility of employing real-time records for evaluative studies addressed here.
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